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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks
Welcome to BST Newsletter Edition 11 and plenty going on in this edition with no less than 5
New Reviews they are Dreamlays, Layers of Profit II, Racing Secrets Exposed (Tips), Racing
Secrets Exposed E- Book and Racing Winners. Also under Betting Advice we have an article
on Dependency which may rouse a few comments but hopefully it will make you think.

New Reviews
Dreamlays - Reviewer Sgt Brendan
Is a Laying service that looks to oppose named horses between specific odds. The odds
being 5.90 -7.00 and 12-17 which may not be to everyone’s liking or comfort zone. Selections
are sent out by e-mail and are also available on a special member’s website. The results going
back to February are impressive but let’s see what happens in the review. To achieve the best
results you would need to use a Bot or be available for live racing, even then results may vary.
For the review all results will be to BFSP. Although the service recommends a 50 point bank,
Sgt Brendan believes 100 points would be more realistic and will be working to £10 a point so
the starting bank will be £1000. The cost of this service is £59 + VAT or less if you go for
longer subscriptions. Only one betting day so far which had 7selections with 1 losing lay at
6.93 so a loss of £2.50 .
See Dreamlays here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Dream_Lays/

Layers of Profit (Mk II) - Reviewer Sgt Rob
The original Layers of Profit was being reviewed back in May but stopped due to personal
problems involving the owner. Anyway Layers of Profit is back and Sgt Rob is adding on MkII
on the end of the name so as to avoid confusion with the original as the new version is different
it only gives one selection a day with a maximum odds of 4.00. Recommended bank is 35
points and selections are sent out by e-mail by 12 noon the cost of the service is £19.99 per
month. Since 12th July to August 1st a total of 21 bets were sent out, 7 of which were No Bets,
of the remaining 14, 11 were winning Lays for the service resulting in a profit of 3.84 points.
See Layers of Profit here: http://irec.ommend.com/layersofprofit/

Racing Secrets Exposed E–Book - Reviewer Sgt Rob
Is a 105 page e-book which explains the mechanics of finding false favourites through
evaluating lots of criteria. Although this may appear daunting 25% of the book contains
examples of how to find selections and is well written. Sgt Rob who is not really into laying is
going to be using the e-book and posting up his selections. He believes that for the cost of only
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£7 it appears an absolute steal as it is ideal for novices and a good refresher for the veteran
layers. It should be added that you need to subscribe to the Racing Post that is £7.50 per month
in order to use the manual successfully. No results published as yet.
See Racing Secrets Exposed here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Racing-Secret-Exposed-Manual/

Racing Secrets Exposed (Tips) - Reviewer Sgt Rob
This a service operated by Kris Jackman the author of Racing Secrets Exposed. An e-mail is
sent out daily with selections that the author has pinpointed as ideal lays. So far this year the
service has made 40 points profit, the cost is £37 per month. No results as yet.
See Racing Secrets Exposed (Tips) here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Racing-Secret-Exposed-Tips/

Racing Winners - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
Racing winners is a backing system which involves studying form using the Racing Post. As
per the authors recommendation you place only 2 bets per day risking 2% of the Betting Bank
on each bet. The website states a current strike of 23% with average odds of 6.8 and that you
can double your betting bank in 3 months.
So how much is the cost of this system? £19 and for that you get a 45 page e-book with little
fluff (Hooray) and is quite detailed in its content. Although Sgt Thomas had a few quibbles
with the e-book overall he thought it was fairly well written. The selection process should take
around 30 to 40 minutes once you are used to it. The final part of the selection does require you
have access to a betting website (Betfair is recommended) as the prices will decide the bets.
Results will be based on Betfair prices 15 minutes before the off and starting with a bank of
100 points. Only one betting day so far which had 2 selections and no winners so a loss of 3.96
points, but a long way to go yet.
See Racing Winners here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Racing-Winners/

Final Reviews
None this week

News About All The Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and just gives a quick insight how
each review is performing. All the figures quoted below cover the period July 26th to August
1st inclusive.
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Betfair Pirate – Reviewer Sgt Marc
Well the gradual improvement continues with a profit of + 7.35 for the week and a total of 4
winning days out of 7. Amongst those 4 winning days the service managed 3 clean sweeps.
Upto day 62

This Period
P/L

Cumulative
150 point Start
P/L
Bank
132.35 points
- 17.65 points

+ 7.35

See Betfair Pirate here: http://www.betfairpirate.com/

Champion Lays - Reviewer Sgt Philip
The last posting made by Sgt Philip was on July 23rd (Day 28).
Upto day 28

This Period
P/L
-£270.00

Cumulative
£2000 Start Bank
P/L
£1676.60
- £323.40

See Champion Lays here: http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/champion_lays/

Champion Racing Lays - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
9 selections for the week with 7 winning lays for the service but unfortunately the two losing
ones proved to be rather costly with BFSP of 13.96 and 10.00, this resulted in loss of minus
16.26 points.
Upto day 10

This Period
P/L
- 16.26 points

Cumulative
50 points Start Bank
P/L
32.24 points
- 17.76 points

See Champion Race Lays here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Champion_Racing_Lays/

Dreamlays - Reviewer Sgt Brendan
The first of the new reviews has had only one betting day so far with 7 Selections with 1
losing Lay at 6.93 so a small loss of £2.50 was recorded. As per Sgt Brendan it will have a
starting bank of £1,000 and he will be laying to £10 stakes.
Upto day 1

This Period
P/L
-£2.50

Cumulative
£1000 Start Bank
£997.50

P/L
- £2.50
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See Dreamlays here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Dream_Lays/

Football Bets- Reviewer Sgt Tommy
We had no selections for the BettingLayClub for this week. 99 Reds had 12 selections with 8
losers and showed a loss of minus 3.19 points on the week.
Upto day 32
BettingLayClub
99 Reds

This Period
P/L
0.00 points
- 3.19 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
100.65 points
+0.65 points
93.85 points
-6.15 points

See Football Bets here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Football_Bets/

Football Bets Direct- Reviewer Sgt Philip
No selections since Day 11(July 5th) due to the author having a heart attack, no further
updates since July 11th from Sgt Philip.
Upto day 11

This Period
P/L
+2.55 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
123.02 points
+23.02 points

See Football Bets Direct here: http://irec.ommend.com/fbd/

Golden Key Method 2- Reviewer Sgt Dave
The review period for this method has been extended for another 28 days to go to the full 84.
A slight slowing down in the profits with only 11.60 points being made, although it had 5
winning days out of 7 most of these were between 2 to 3 points gain per day.
Upto day 59

This Period
P/L
+11.60 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
234.43 points
+134.43 points

See Golden Key Method 2 here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Golden_Key_Method_2

Horse Betting Professor - Reviewer Sgt Rob
No Exotic Bets for the week and the Each Ways incurred a small loss of $26.00. The Each
Ways had around 50 bets so a lot of action but no profit.
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Each Way
Exotic

This Period
-$26.00
$0.00

Price £2.50

Cumulative
$1000 Start Bank
$950.00
$828.00

P/L
-$50.00
-$172.00

See Horse Racing Professor here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/horse_betting_professor/

Laying Odds On Favourites - Reviewer Sgt Dave
The Final Review is waiting approval so we should be posting this one next week.
Upto day 84
Level stakes
5% Liability

This Period
P/L
0.00
0.00

Final Day 84
1000 point Start Bank
P/L
1257.50 points
+257.50 points
1402.64 points
+402.64 points

See Laying Odds on Favourites here: http://irec.ommend.com/lof/

Layers of Profit (Mk II) - Reviewer Sgt Rob
Another new review as it is now a revamped version of the original which was stopped due
to personal reasons involving the owner. Just to recap from 12th July to August 1st a total of 21
bets were sent out, 7 of which were No Bets, and of the remaining 14, 11 were winning Lays
for the service resulting in a profit of 3.84 points. The recommended start bank is 35 points.
Upto day 21

This Period
P/L
+ 3.84

Cumulative
35 point Start Bank
38.84 points

P/L
+ 3.84 points

See Layers of Profit here: http://irec.ommend.com/layersofprofit/

On Course For Profits - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
Well the expected big profits predicted by the author have not materialized as yet and another
losing week has certainly damaged the profits. In total the system had 5 losing days out of 6,
the other day was a no selection day. Will be interesting to see if it can pick itself up after the
couple of rough weeks it has suffered.
Upto day 51

This Period
P/L
-14.69

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
103.85 points
+ 3.85 points

See On Course for Profits here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/On_Course_For_Profits/
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Planet Horseracing- Reviewer Sgt Tony
Another week with 6 selections and 2 losing Lays for the service fortunately they were
shorter priced winners which resulted in loss of only -£51.20. The service did get a winning lay
on Sunday 1st August so perhaps this month will be better.
Upto day 32

This Period
P/L
-£51.20

Cumulative
£2000 Start Bank
£2022.40

P/L
+£22.40

See Planet Horseracing here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Planet_Horse_Racing/

Profit From Systems -Reviewer Sgt Dave
Not a good week for the Lays out of 16 selections, 5 were losing ones resulting in a loss of
12.83 points though still well in profit the numbers have taken a knock. For the Back Bets it
had 27 selections with only 6 winners which meant a loss on the week of minus 1.30 points.
Upto day 54
Backs
Lays

This Period
P/L
-1.30 points
-12.83 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
68.11 points
-31.89 points
138.62 points
+38.62 points

See Profit from Systems here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Profit_From_Systems/

Racing Winners - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
Another of our new reviews which has already been discussed in our New Review section.
Sgt Thomas is working to a 100 point starting bank and staking 2% of this per selection. Only
one betting day so far which had 2 selections and no winners so a loss of 3.96 points.
Upto day 1

This Period
P/L
-3.96 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
96.04 points
- 3.96 points

See Racing Winners here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Racing-Winners/

The Pointer Software -Reviewer Sgt Brendan
Only results for 5 days as Sgt Brendan will be reporting weekly from now on up to Day 84.
Once again the service recorded a losing period for both ISP and BFSP.
Up to day 56
ISP

This Period
P/L
-2.50 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
112.81 points
+12.81 points
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-2.15 points
115.30 points
+15.30 points

See The Pointer Software here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Tax_Free_Quid/

Tyche Windfall -Reviewer The Commissioner
No further updates for this one.
Upto June
BSP

This Period
P/L
-3.96 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
95.02 points
- 4.98 points

See Tyche Windfall here: http://irec.ommend.com/tyche/

Winning Racing Tips -Reviewer Sgt Danny
Still waiting for the Final Review.
Upto Day 84

This Period
P/L
- 135.00 points

Cumulative
1000 point Start Bank
P/L
1182.00 points
+ 182.00 points

See Winning Racing Tips here: http://irec.ommend.com/wrt/
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Betting Advice
Dependency
I wasn’t going to do an article this week, I was going to give you all a break (hooray I hear
you shout) but I was browsing through the blog and I see that FP had a slight hiccup over the
last 4 days and I looked at some of the postings. I was particularly interested in Sgt Dave
posting and it kind of compelled me to do this article (now you’re booing, okay I will give you
all a break next week). I, like Sgt Dave, looked at the races for those days and could see where
he was coming from. It also showed me, we are too dependent on Bots and Software and we
seem to have lost the ability to think for ourselves.
Before everyone starts jumping up and down yes, Bots are wonderful things. They save time,
don’t make so many mistakes, and of course do away with that human frailty emotion. They
can only do what they are programmed to do and this applies to software as well. I suppose
some time in the future they could be linked to the course update the going in real time make
the necessary adjustment for non runners etc, whist still crunching numbers to obtain a bet.
Until that time we still need to do some thinking on our part for example: The software has
downloaded all the data which had probably been prepared the night before, it is working to the
fact the going is good or good to firm, then early morning onwards heavy rain the going
changes to good to soft any selections given whether to back or lay are probably totally
irrelevant. I suspect some folks would carry on regardless and wonder why they lost their
money.
Even if you receive e-mail selections it is good to check them out for the basics such as
going etc. What is the point of subscribing to the service you ask; well they have narrowed
hundreds of selections to a handful so at least that has saved you many hours and your attention
is focused on a few.
Back to the FP Bot, it is very good but it cannot discriminate the type of races, the going,
number of runners etc. Sgt Dave has already given the stats for the good to soft meetings; a
paltry 1 winner out of 13 races. Of course it’s July/August and no one is expecting soft ground
and horses that like those conditions are more likely being aimed at an autumn campaign so it
becomes a bit of a lottery. So what difference does the type of races and number of runners
make? - a lot let’s look at some stats:
All Handicaps with 14 or more runners Strike rate is 19.5%
All Handicaps with 13 or less runners Strike Rate is 26.7%
All Non Handicap races with 14 or more runners Strike Rate is 28.2%
All Non Handicap races with 13 or less runners Strike Rate is 35.7%
Note The stats above are for the last 5.5 years and do not include Amateur races.
So based on the above don’t you think it would be a good idea in the morning just to scan the
racing pages check the first half of all afternoon racing, work out how many handicaps check
out the number of runners in the races, any variations of going. If you are happy and everything
looks good then let the FP Bot go to work, to process the numbers and place the bets if any
qualify; but at least you have obtained some control.
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Although the bots are a god send, software can make us lazy, also it can be costly to the pocket
if allowed to run on its own devices. I am only using FP Bot as example it could be any one of
the automated one’s out there on the market. Also once set in motion even if things are not in
your favour a Bot will carry on betting regardless, this also robs you of your No 1 advantage
over the bookmaker ‘You can pick and choose when to bet, the bookmaker has to cover every
race, but if a Bot is choosing your races have you not lost that advantage? Just a thought…

Next Week
Well we still have final reviews to come for Laying Odds on Favourites and Winning Racing
Tips; we have yet more New Reviews to come. As usual I will do my best to look for useful
articles and other things that may be of use to us in our quest to make a profit from betting.

Signing Off For Another Week
Well this is Betting System Guru signing off and I hope that you have enjoyed or found some
of the content within this newsletter to be useful. I thank you for taking the time to read it and
that you can see we are trying to expand the content every week. So take care and remember
to look out for the BST newsletter in your e-mails on August 11th. Till then folks take care and
happy & successful punting.
Regards
Betting System Guru
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